
Read our new strategy brief to learn more.

Pharmaceutical supply

chain disruptions,

material shortages, and

demand volatility are at

an all-time high—and the need for improved visibility and real-time collaboration

between supply chain partners has never been greater. But the level of interoperability

required to power business systems with real-time information and improve supply

chain decision-making has been out of reach for most companies due to cost and

technical limitations—until now.

The newest groundbreaking solution from TraceLink—Multienterprise Information

Network Tower (MINT)—improves visibility and collaboration between supply chain
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partners by enabling the real-time exchange of business information, including

forecasts, purchase orders, invoices, advanced shipment notices, and a virtually

unlimited number of additional business transaction types. Powered by the TraceLink

Integrate Once, Interoperate with Everyone™ capability, companies and their supply

chain partners need only a single integration to the Opus network to begin exchanging

business information. To power end-to-end supply chain digitalization, MINT:

Uses TraceLink’s proven methodology for building business networks, onboarding

partners, and exchanging data.

Is 10-100 times faster to implement and less expensive than current data

exchange methods, including EDI or P2P integration.

Connects to any business system, regardless of version or information exchange

protocol.

Ready to learn more? TraceLink customers are invited to be the first to take advantage

of this powerful supply chain digitalization capability by joining the MINT Customer

Launch Program. Initially, TraceLink is inviting pharmaceutical manufacturers and their

CMO partners that want to modernize the procure-to-pay process, including the

exchange of purchase orders, acknowledgements, shipment notices, and invoices to

join the program.

Fill out the form on this page to download our new strategy brief, learn more about the

key capabilities of MINT, and join the MINT Customer Launch Program today!
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